[Preliminary study on the automatic preparation of dental implant socket controlled by micro-robot].
Objective: To analyze the quantitative relationship between the number of layers of laser pulses and the amount of step in ultra-short pulse laser cutting of cortical bone, optimize the robot's vertical single stepping parameters, and to explore the feasibility of automatic preparation of dental implant cavity using robot controlling ultra-short pulse laser, in order to lay the foundation for automated dental implant surgery. Methods: Eight pig ribs were segmented into to make 16 specimens. Using the robotic surgical system and path planning software independently developed by our group, circular holes with a diameter of 4 mm were cut two-dimensionally in the rib segments to obtain the quantification relationship of the number of laser pulse layers (n) and the depth of two-dimensional (2D) cutting (d). When conducting the three-dimensional (3D) cutting procedure, the number of pulse layers were set to 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 layers, the vertical single step amount was an integer value corresponding to the results of 2D cutting depth, and the number of pulses (n') corresponding to the minimum difference between the theoretical depth of cut and the actual depth of cut was obtained. The n' was taken as the most suitable single step pulse layer, the rib segment was cut, and the depth of single cut was measured while the integer value was taken as the most appropriate vertical single step amount (d'). The vertical parameters of laser single stepping were set as n' layer pulse and d' μm step size. The 3D cutting produces a cylindrical cavity with a diameter of 4 mm and a height of 2 mm to evaluate the 3D cutting accuracy (the difference between the measured value and the theoretical value of cutting diameter or depth). Ten 4 mm×3 mm implant holes were automatically prepared on the bilateral femurs of 5 Japanese big white rabbits, and ten 4 mm×3 mm implants made by 3D printer were artificially implanted, and the preparation effect of the implant cavities was evaluated. Results: The quantitative relationship curve between the number of laser pulses (n) and 2D depth of cut (d) showed a linear upward trend. The linear fitting obtained the quantitative relation function formula d=9.278 4 n±26.763 0, R(2)=0.988 9. The optimum number of single step pulse layers was 5 layers, and the vertical single step amount was 50 μm, so as to set the vertical parameters of a single step of a 3D cutting, and the 3D cutting diameter accuracy was (3.98±2.87) μm, with a depth accuracy of (15.42±5.44) μm. Automated preparation of 10 implant cavities on the femur of the rabbit were completed. When the implants were placed into the implant cavities, there was resistance, but they were fully seated and primary stability has been achieved after seating implant placement. Conclusions: The method of non-contact automatic preparation of dental implant cavities using robot controlling ultra-short pulse laser is feasible. By optimizing the single cutting process parameters, precise control of laser cutting cortical bone can be realized.